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Born in Victoria in 1976, Daniel Agdag is an Australian artist
and filmmaker. The son of Armenian immigrants, Agdag
studied fine art before turning his hand to filmmaking
and receiving his Masters in Film and Television at the
Victorian College of the Arts in 2007.
He will tell you that he makes things out of cardboard.
He’s modest. This declaration in no way illuminates the
delicate form and eccentric narrative of his work. To say
he pushes the medium to its limits is an understatement.
His process is very much akin to freehand drawing. He
spends a great deal of time thinking and absorbing
objects in the built environment, their peculiar details
and functions, which leads him to form narratives. Once
this is firmly resolved in his mind, various components
of the work begin to slowly emerge, fitting together to
compliment the overall idea.

DANIEL AGDAG
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

This narrative is the blueprint from which he works, it
informs every component; it’s place, how each relates
to the other, and most importantly, the proportions. The
painstaking proportions, the key factor that drives his
aesthetic. Like drawing, he builds the work up piece by
piece, section by section, always assessing it in relation to
the entirety of the parts.
The build is entirely intuitive, Agdag describes his
process as ‘sketching with cardboard’, as he makes no
detailed plans or drawings of the pieces he creates. He
will redesign or remake any number of components until
deemed suitable for both their purpose, placement and
appearance.
Whilst the work often examines complex machines
the over-engineering of simple tasks with intricate
technologies. It is also a tangible manifestation of how
he sees and interprets the world. There is a logic, reason
and purpose that allows Agdag to somehow make sense
of everything around him.

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Whilst his pieces are created entirely from the unassuming
medium of cardboard, he has realised his creations in
steel, wood and glass in recent years as part of translating
his elaborate ideas into large scale public art sculptures.
Using modern industrial methods, he has been able to
fabricate his forms, retaining their hypnotically complex
allure. His work has been described as architectural in
form, whimsical in nature and inconceivably intricate.
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DANIEL AGDAG
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

01. The Caboose
Cardboard, Trace Paper,
Hand-Blown Glass, Victorian Ash Wood
58.5 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm
2018

AU$9,000

HK$54,706

US$6,972

AU$9,000

HK$54,706

US$6,972

01.շ㸛鮦ոThe Caboose
秶匢䲾㕬秶䩛䊨オ醢梯槵笞㢵ⵄ❏披加
58.5 x 30.5 x 30.5Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
02. The Compartment
Cardboard, Trace Paper,
Hand-Blown Glass, Victorian Ash Wood
58.5 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm
2018
02.շⴕꥬոThe Compartment
秶匢䲾㕬秶
䩛䊨オ醢梯槵笞㢵ⵄ❏披加
58.5 x 30.5 x 30.5Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛
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“When I was carving this piece I sensed a great
peace and elegance in the movement of the
form, as though a bird was dreaming, its flight
like draping silk, following and flowing with the
form.

SOLLAI CARTWRIGHT
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

For me, art is simply about partaking in creation,
and I feel that when I create with freedom I am
adding positively to the Universe. I believe in pure
evolution and that by making things for the sake
of beauty I am living up to the responsibilities of
the creator.
An artist has to make a connection with his soul
and the soul of the stone. It is a partnership and
a sharing of direction. A dialogue that rings in
hammer blows.” - Sollai Cartwright, 2018
Sollai Cartwright is a sculptor who works
predominantly in Carrara marble, sourced from
the marble yards in Pietrasanta, Tuscany. He has
exhibited his sculpture in Australia, Hong Kong,
Germany and Italy and his works are held in
collections both in Australia and internationally.

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

SOLLAI CARTWRIGHT
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

01. A Dream in Flight
White Carrara marble
108 x 55 x 30cm
2018

AU$22,000

HK$133,756

US$17,048

01.շ굳遤剤㣆ոA Dream in Flight
涯蒀⽓䬘䬘㣐椚瀖
108 x 55 x 30Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛
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Simon Finn’s new body of work represent volume
compression of oxygen as its navigates ten-meter
increments under the ocean. The works are poetic
formation of data in three and two dimensions, to give
a visual sense of the actual and virtual descent under the
surface of our oceans.

The sculptural works are crated initially via simulation
technology, where a simulated oceanic surface is
generated via computation, then 3D printed, painted and
sealed with resin. The bases are constructed in Australian
hardwood with each block displaying volumetric
compression at ten-meter increments.

The printed works are underwater photographs taken
via bodily submersion in the waters off the Australian
shoreline. They have been superimposed within a
structure that also depicts the ten-meter compression
table.

SIMON FINN

ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

What results is an ‘inverted pyramid’, a potent motif that’s
open for interpretation. The reading of the works could
vary from wealth and population distribution, to light
wave penetration within water. It’s my intent to engage
with iconography of the aquatic to promote sensation
through form, and to incite the importance of sustainable
longevity of our magnificent watery ecosystem.

Simon Finn’s practice includes, drawing, animation
and sculpture and forms a continued exploration into
the variable syntheses between artist, environment
and technology. Finn utilises the spatial and temporal
capabilities of virtual representations as subject matter
that comes into being somewhere between experimental
verification and poetic speculation
SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Finn’s studies include, Master of Fine Art by research at
the Victorian College of the Arts, First Class Honors in
Fine Art from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
and Electronic Design + Interactive Media at Swinburne
University. . His practice is supported by accumulated experience as a 3D visualisation artist, digital imagist, video
editor, compositor and animator for a range of international and local clientele. Simon is currently lecturing at
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Specialised Communication in the School of Architecture (3D
design and rapid prototyping).
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SIMON FINN
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

AU$3,000

HK$18,229

US$2,322

SCULPTUREꧨ㝖
01. Depth Compression 40m Frame 000
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
01.շ幀䏞㠺簮N䌬ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 000
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
02. Depth Compression 40m Frame 100
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
02.շ幀䏞㠺簮40m䌬100ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 100
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
03. Depth Compression 40m Frame 200
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
03.շ幀䏞㠺簮40m䌬200ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 200
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
04. Depth Compression 40m Frame 300
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
04.շ幀䏞㠺簮40m䌬300ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 300
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
05. Depth Compression 40m Frame 400
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
05.շ幀䏞㠺簮40m䌬400ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 400
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
06. Depth Compression 40m Frame 500
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
25 x 20 x 20cm
2018
06.շ幀䏞㠺簮40m䌬500ոDepth Compression 40m Frame 500
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
25 x 20 x 20Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛

SIMON FINN
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

AU$2,000

HK$12,146

US$1,548

PRINT⽫ⵘ⡲ㅷ
07. Rise to surface 111
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
07.շ⼮荛邍111ոRise to surface 111
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
08. Rise to surface 222
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
08.շ⼮荛邍222ոRise to surface 222
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
09. Rise to surface 333
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
09.շ⼮荛邍333ոRise to surface 333
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
10. Rise to surface 444
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
10.շ⼮荛邍444ոRise to surface 444
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
11. Rise to surface 555
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
11.շ⼮荛邍555ոRise to surface 555
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
12. Rise to surface 666
Synthetic polymer, wood, enamel and resin
48 x 40cm
2018
12.շ⼮荛邍666ոRise to surface 666
ざ䧭翹ざ暟加勞楷椙ㄤ埠腓
48 x 40Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛
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Jason Sims is a contemporary Australian artist
who works in the realm of perceptual art.
Utilising the properties of light and reflection,
he constructs sculptural works that create
simple illusions of space and form. His work
explores the collision between the physicality
of our environment and perceptual limitations –
challenging our perceived realities and inviting
contemplation of the way we understand the
world around us.

JASON SIMS

ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Sims’ has exhibited across Australia as well as
in Hong Kong, the Netherlands, the UK and the
USA. His work is held in major public and private
collections, including Artbank, the Art Gallery of
Western Australia and the Gippsland Art Gallery.
In 2017, Sims’ completed a major public
artwork located in Adelaide’s CBD which was
commissioned by the Adelaide City Council
in partnership with Renewal SA. In 2015, he
produced a significant body of new work that
was presented at the Art Gallery of South
Australia as part of The Collections Project.The
exhibition featured in AGSA’s programming
for the 2016 South Australian Living Artists
Festival (SALA) and Sims’ was awarded the
Advertiser’s Contemporary Art Prize “for the
most outstanding work in any medium” as part
of the Festival.
Sims’ recently had work in Gippsland Gallery’s
major group exhibition ‘Imagine’, and he is
currently a finalist in the 2018 Tom Malone Prize
at the Art Gallery of Western Australia.

Jason Sims’ exhibition was made possible with the generous support of the Government of South Australia and Arts South Australia.
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JASON SIMS
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WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*
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Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.
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For over two decades Lisa Roet has won acclaim
in Australia and internationally for her powerful
investigations into the complex interface
between humans and our simian relatives.

LISA ROET

ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Drawing inspiration from a myriad of sources
including residencies at major international
zoos, field studies of apes living in the forests of
Borneo and most recently through her own heart
surgery, Lisa’s multidisciplinary approach to her
work has challenged, and continues to challenge,
fundamental scientific and behavioural theories
relating to human evolution and creationism,
language and communication, science and
art and the relationship between humans and
‘other’ primates.
Lisa’s explorations into the psychology, behaviour
and the soul of simian-human relations have
attracted an impressive number of art awards,
including the prestigious: Geelong Gallery
Acquisitive Print Award, Australia (2013), Deakin
University Small Sculpture Award, Australia
(2012), Fremantle Print Award, Australia (2011),
McClelland Gallery and Sculpture Park Sculpture
Survey & Award, Australia (2005), Australian
National Gallery National Sculpture Prize,
Australia (2003).
In 2016 Roet’s project Golden Monkey was
included in Beijing Design Week and in 2018 she
will be presenting her 14 M project as part of the
Beijing Earth Hour Festival.

LISA ROET
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

01. COMMUNITAS
Bronze, red pigment patina
55 x 70 x 65 cm
2017

AU$26,400

HK$160,504

US$20,455

01.շⰟず넓ոCOMMUNITAS
ꫭꋜ秋蒀稇ꋜꗄ
55 x 70 x 65Ⱇⴕ
2017䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛
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Philosophical machines.
“My studio is part workspace and part museum
for outmoded technological devices, most of
which use the electromagnetic spectrum in
some way. These devices are fascinating for
me, because of the nature of their development
which occurred at a time when people had an
urgency to communicate beyond what they
could perceive. That’s a wonderfully optimistic
sentiment which I share as the fundamental
philosophy behind my art making, and these
artworks reference that within their carved
resistors and coils in an abstract way - in how
we store and release energy, in where and when
we resist, in how we temper physics itself to pull
invisible threads out of the air in order to find out
what others are doing and thinking in lands far
from our own.”- Tricky Walsh, 2018

TRICKY WALSH
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Tricky Walsh works both collaboratively and in
a solo capacity. Their projects focus on both
spatial and communication concerns and while
they use a diversity of media (architecture,
painting, drawing, sculpture, installation, sound,
film, comics, radio) it is foremost the concept
at hand that determines which form of material
experimentation occurs within these broader
themes.
They have been awarded a Qantas Foundation
Art Encouragement award and won the 2009
Hobart Art prize for their sculpture ‘The Wasp
project’, have been commissioned to make
works for Monash University Museum of
Art, the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery
and the privately funded Detached Cultural
Organisation, and were included in the 2013
Mona Foma festival, organised by the Museum
of Old and New Art. They have been a recipient
of Australia Council and Arts Tasmania funding,
and have undertaken residencies in London,
New York, Jogjakarta and Paris.
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TRICKY WALSH
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

01. Crystal Loop Receiver
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 x 32 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

01. շ宐兪橇䕎㣔箁䱺佐㐼ոCrystal Loop Receiver
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
25 x 32 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
02. Foxhole Receiver
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 x 32 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
02.շ侕Ⱕ㗄佐갉堥䱺佐㐼ոFoxhole Receiver
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
25 x 32 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
03. Oscilloscope
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 x 32 x 7.5Cm (framed)
2018
03.շ爚岚ꖏոOscilloscope
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
25 x 32 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
04. Spark Gap
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 x 32 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
04.շ抡蔅ꥵոSpark Gap
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
25 x 32 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
05. VFL Receiver
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 x 32 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
05.շ馄⡜걽搂箁ꨶ䱺佐㐼ոVFL Receiver
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
YYⰗⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛

TRICKY WALSH
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

06. Wave Trap
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
25 a 32 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018

AU$2,420

HK$14,711

US$1,875

AU$2,860

HK$17,386

US$2,216

AU$3,520

HK$21,399

US$2,726

AU$3,520

HK$21,399

US$2,726

AU$3,520

HK$21,399

US$2,726

06.շꤴ岚㐼ոWave Trap
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
YYⰗⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
07. Function Generator
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
28 x 38 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
07.շⴅ侸岚欴欰㐼ոFunction Generator
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
28 x 38 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
08. Heat Sink
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
32 x 47 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
08. շ侕攨㐼ոHeat Sink
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
32 x 47 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
09. Aspect of Colossus
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
32 x 47 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
09.շ➃涸ぢոAspect of Colossus
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
32 x 47 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃
10. Aspect of the Witch
Balsa wood, basswood and gouache on maple
32 x 47 x 7.5cm (framed)
2018
10.շ㥏䊱涸ぢոAspect of the Witch
涯㝱加嗻加⿻嘰加邍宐磌
32 x 47 x 7.5Ⱇⴕ 鸮呥
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛
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Jud Wimhurst is an Australian artist who works
primarily in sculpture. His work is motivated by
concepts relating to consumerism, pop culture,
humour, mortality and human behaviours.
He is particularly interested in the relationship
humans have with objects and how this
relationship affects our choices, our environment
and our identity.

JUD WIMHURST
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

Wimhursts’s new body of work, “WHERE IS
THE FUTURE” is a group of sculptures which
feature 1980’s style toy robots that have been
faithfully sculpted and operate as a metaphor
for the future that was promised but was never
delivered. A future filled with flying cars, space
ships, robots and holidays on the moon.
As a boy Jud had a toy robot similar to those
constructed here. He loved it and always believed
that one day he would have a real robot friend
like these in his life …he is still waiting.
Inside each robot sculpture a different small item
of fast food has been sculpted and enclosed
within the TV style chest cavity. The inclusion
of the fast food references the future we have
actually been given- a fast paced, consumerist
heavy future that has seen the invention and
creation of disposable items designed for quick
fix instant gratification.

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017
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JUD WIMHURST
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

01.WHERE IS THE FUTURE (burger)
Polyurethane resin, epoxy resin, Fresnel lenses,
clear acrylic sheet, fishing line, acrylic mirror, pigments
and nitrocellulose lacquers.
32cm x 20cm x 13cm
2018

AU$5,390

HK$32,766

US$4,176

AU$5,390

HK$32,766

US$4,176

AU$5,390

HK$32,766

US$4,176

01.劢⢵⡦㖈 恎㜄 WHERE IS THE FUTURE (burger)
翹孾ꂿ埠腓橇孻埠腓螩嶇羮鷴ꖏ
鷴僈❏⯘⸂匢ꆥ눴箁❏⯘⸂ꖏ㶩겝俲
ㄤ炧⻋納笞稇怚
32Ⱇⴕx 20Ⱇⴕx 13Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
02. WHERE IS THE FUTURE (fries)
Polyurethane resin, epoxy resin, Fresnel lenses,
clear acrylic sheet, fishing line, acrylic mirror, pigments
and nitrocellulose lacquers.
32cm x 20cm x 13cm
2018
02.劢⢵⡦㖈 讙哭 WHERE IS THE FUTURE (fries)
翹孾ꂿ埠腓橇孻埠腓螩嶇羮鷴ꖏ
鷴僈❏⯘⸂匢ꆥ눴箁❏⯘⸂ꖏ㶩겝俲
ㄤ炧⻋納笞稇怚
32Ⱇⴕx 20Ⱇⴕx 13Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃
03. WHERE IS THE FUTURE (chicken drumstick)
Polyurethane resin, epoxy resin, Fresnel lenses,
clear acrylic sheet, fishing line, acrylic mirror, pigments
and nitrocellulose lacquers.
32cm x 20cm x 13cm
2018
03.劢⢵⡦㖈 ꧽ艚 WHERE IS THE FUTURE (chicken drumstick)
翹孾ꂿ埠腓橇孻埠腓螩嶇羮鷴ꖏ
鷴僈❏⯘⸂匢ꆥ눴箁❏⯘⸂ꖏ㶩겝俲
ㄤ炧⻋納笞稇怚
32Ⱇⴕx 20Ⱇⴕx 13Ⱇⴕ
2018䎃

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.

⭆呔⟃ⴀ㈒儘桧捀彋〳腋玖剤隶⹛

PROJECTS
PENELOPE DAVIS | SEA CHANGE

STAND P05
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL 2018
CENTRAL HARBOR FRONT

Sea Change is a sculptural installation, which
evokes the precarious beauty of the ocean
environment and human impact upon it.
Using jellyfish as a motif to examine consumption,
environmental
degradation
and
issues
surrounding global warming, the work’s delicate
beauty and unsettling hybridity invites viewers
into an enveloping, contemplative space to
reflect on their own relationship with the ocean
environment, the natural world and the issues
emerging from future climate change.

PENELOPE DAVIS
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH - 1 APRIL

SYDNEY CONTEMPORARY
7 - 10 SEPTEMBER 2017

Penelope Davis is a Melbourne artist primarily
known for her post-photographic practice,
creating photographic images without a
camera. Using complex sculptural techniques,
Davis creates transparent resin casts of selected
objects that are then exposed directly on to
photographic paper to create uncanny images.
Davis’ work is held in numerous public
and corporate collections nationally and
internationally, including the National Gallery of
Victoria, Artbank, ANZ Bank, DC Design China,
Victorian College of the Arts, City of Port Phillip,
BHP Billiton, University of Melbourne and private
collections within Australia, USA, Europe, China
and Japan

PENELOPE DAVIS
ART CENTRAL HONG KONG
27 MARCH – 1 APRIL 2018
껻度ART CENTRAL
2018䎃3剢27傈Э4剢1傈

WORKS /

AUD

HKD*

USD*

AU$900

HK$5,468

US697

AU$1,500

HK$9,113

US$1,161

AU$2,500

HK$15,189

US$1,936

AU$60,000

HK$364,559

US$46,466

SMALL㼭
untitled
2017
Silicone, nylon thread, plastic
Dimensions variable
շ搂겗ոuntitled
2017䎃
瀢芣㽳륌箁㝖俲
わ♶ず㽯㼄
MEDIUM⚥
untitled
2017
Silicone, nylon thread, plastic
Dimensions variable
շ搂겗ոuntitled
2017䎃
瀢芣㽳륌箁㝖俲
わ♶ず㽯㼄
LARGE㣐
untitled
2017
Silicone, nylon thread, plastic
Dimensions variable
շ搂겗ոuntitled
2017䎃
瀢芣㽳륌箁㝖俲
わ♶ず㽯㼄
INSTALLATION酤縨谁遯
Sea Change
2017
Silicone, nylon thread, plastic
Dimensions variable
շ嵳峕隶⻋ոSea Change
2017䎃
瀢芣㽳륌箁㝖俲
わ♶ず㽯㼄

Price may vary slightly subject to the currency conversion at the time of the sale.
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